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Kids will love learning about opposites in this fun and colorful adventure…Purchase a
paperback copy and get the Kindle version FREE! (Kindle MatchBook)Are you looking for an
adorable and educational book that will delight your children for hours? Now there’s a great way
to introduce your child to opposites. This book features hilarious, colorful pictures packed with
funny details, and easy to remember rhymes. More than 20 pairs of unexpected and interesting
opposites will tickle your child’s funny bone.All the little animal friends have gathered together to
play in the park. They are each unique in different ways. But they still enjoy spending time
together… even if they are opposites! Every page introduces your little ones to new pairs of
opposite animals, and shows how they’re different!Written in an accessible and funny style, it’s
easy for your child to fill in the opposites as you read together. You could even turn it into a funny
game, to make you and your little one laugh each time you read. Just check out all these
cuties… Aren’t they adorable? Your child will love them all!After spending a long day in the park,
all the little animal friends are ready for the bed… and now you have the perfect bed time story
to read to your little one as well. Are you ready to entertain your child, and teach them about
opposites? Read them this book today, and watch it become their favorite for many days
ahead…

"This was so much fun for the kids! They enjoyed the differences shown and loved learning
about opposites using the really great illustrations that this book had. It was very cute and my
kids wanted to read it again as soon as we reached the end.""The meter of the book seems spot
on to me. It was easy to read. It also helps kids spot opposites while also teaching a
moral.""What a great little picture book!! An exciting way to learn about the fun of being
opposites."Ebook Tops Customers--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Jamie Bee, “Gentle Story about Diversity. This is a cute, well-illustrated book that is meant to
gently teach young children to appreciate diversity in their friends and classmates. The story is
about a group of different animals, from common ones like a dog or cat to uncommon ones like a
stoat. As the first page states, they are all colors, sizes, and shapes, but they still have fun
playing together. Then the bulk of the book shows how two of the animals that are opposites play
well together. The book's message is a nice one, and it doesn't feel like it is hammered home too
forcefully. It is shown with wit and charm. On top of that, the illustrations are very well done, even
giving a sense of 3D perspective on a flat page. They are colorful but not too bright. Each
creature certainly has a distinct personality. Probably the one I found the most amusing was the
little mouse outside of her house standing on her tippy toes trying to look elegant. This book is a
wonderful, gentle way to encourage children to look at differences between people as positive
and to think of as many different types of people as friends.”

Werecat 2, “The Tall and Short of it All. This is a great book about fuzzy, wuzzy, colorful, furry
and feathered animals. This engaging bedtime story teaches the young ones about differences
and opposites. This is such a fun and flowing way they will be finding opposites all over their
room. I highly recommend this book because its an Agnes Green book, and that's the truth. The
short calf and the tall giraffe play hide-and-seek in the park. The cheetah is fast and the snail is
slow.  The race is starting.The illustration will keep your little one engaged to the end.”

Paula, “Opposites: The Little Book of Big Friends. Hello Ms Green my granddaughter and I
enjoyed your book immensely. We found it quite delightful, funny, well illustrated with beautiful
colors and an easy read. We will put it in our library of books to read again. I would recommend
this book to parents who like to read bedtime stories besides teaching their children how to read.
I gave this book five stars because we enjoyed friends enjoying each other’s company no matter
the difference. Good job, keep up the good work and we will look up and buy your other books.
Thanks so very much!”

Martinez, “Really great opposites book!. This was so much fun for the kids! They enjoyed the
differences shown and loved learning about opposites using the really great illustrations that this
book had. It was very cute and my kids wanted to read it again as soon as we reached the end.”

TBlock, “Excellent Book. This book is adorable, interesting and colorful for entertaining young
children. While entertaining it presents concepts and emotions that are important for children's
education. Super book! I am an Educator and Grandmother.”

Mana Silvertree, “Cute. Nice story of opposites. Hopefully when the little one gets older she
takes the lessons as they were intended. Can’t wait for that time.”



R. Smith, “Great Grandson loved it!. Very nice book for young readers with fun pictures and a
wonderful way to teach little ones about the concept of opposite.”

Nush, “Very cute. Me & my young son read this together & thoroughly enjoyed it, great for a
bedtime story :) highly recommended”

Ollie Loughrey, “Lovely little story. My little daughter enjoyed the story and illustrations in this
book. A lovely message at its heart. Recommended for younger kids”

marian carter, “Good read. Grandchildren loved it”

Rosslyn M. Guy, “Great story. My grand daughter loved this story. She said she especially liked
reading about the lion being brave and the chicken being scared. She made up her own story
line about the little chicken.”

The Geek, “Great concept, great execution!. An excellent book with beautiful illustrations.”

The book by Agnes Green has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 193 people have provided feedback.
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